Press release

MDX Technology and Orchid Technology form partnership to
offer combined solution
Combined solution addresses customer demand for alternative market data terminals with flexible
access to a wider range of real-time market data feed providers.
Tokyo, London, 29th June 2012 -- MDX Technology (MDXT), a leading provider of vendor agnostic realtime market data connectivity solutions, and Orchid Technology, a leading provider of alternative
market data terminals, today announced they had formed a strategic partnership to provide Orchid’s
Jigsaw Terminal integrated with MDXT’s Connect platform.
“This is another important partnership for MDXT driven by customer demand for alternative cost
effective market data terminals with the flexibility to select from a range of real-time market data
sources. Currently we connect to Bloomberg, NYSE, Reuters, SunGard and TIBCO with a roadmap of 10
other providers including the leading data vendors in Asia”, said Paul Watmough, CEO, MDXT.
Richard Gissing, CTO, MDXT, added “The combination of our high-performance market data interfaces
with Orchid’s terminal creates a much more powerful offering addressing the needs of a much wider
audience.”
“The partnership with MDXT will allow us to extend our products to a much wider range of data vendors’
platforms. It will also give us the ability to utilise MDXT’s Connect to offer more comprehensive
solutions to our clients”, said Serge Kimura, President, Orchid Technology.
Under the terms of the partnership, MDXT will promote the combined solution in Europe while Orchid
will continue to focus its efforts in Japan.
-endsAbout MDX Technology
Founded in 2010, MDXT is a vendor independent and innovative software development company. The
company’s focus is on delivering high performance, flexible, user friendly and cost-effective vendor
agnostic real-time market data connectivity and data sharing solutions for the trading room
environment. MDXT is deployed in prop traders, hedge funds, spread betters, Investment Banks and
Inter Dealer Brokers as well as other software vendors in the US, EMEA and APAC. Typically the
technology is being used to achieve: cost savings through rationalisation and replacement of legacy and
premium apps; development simplification; and; performance improvements. Described by one tier 1
investment bank as “the best market data vendor and platform agnostic connectivity suite available on
the market”, MDXT has rapidly established itself as the market leader in its field.
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For more information please visit: www.mdxtechnology.com.

About Orchid Technology
Orchid Technology KK is an independent, privately owned, software solutions provider. The company
was founded in Tokyo in 1996 with the aim of producing a superior range of software applications,
tailored for financial markets, based on Orchid's proprietary technology. Its clients include prominent
brokerage institutions for stock trading and foreign exchange dealing, trading systems vendors and
financial information providers. Orchid provides customised desktop solutions using the Jigsaw™
Platform, a component-based data delivery and display architecture. Totally independent from data
vendors, Orchid’s solutions are designed to be as flexible as possible, so that front-end display
components are completely de-coupled from the underlying data delivery mechanism, giving clients the
freedom to switch between vendors if desired, without impacting their users.
For more information please visit: www.orchidtechnology.com.

